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SUMMARY

TECHNICAL
SKILLS

DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

I am an adaptable and inquisitive problem solver that utilizes in-depth research to find the best possible
solution. As a developer, programming provides opportunities that expand my desire to learn and impart
new strategies to fellow colleagues. I seek to operate in a collaborative environment that values the
development of team members, and encourages professional growth.
HTML
BootStrap
Object-Oriented Programming
VCS with Git
Paired Programming

CSS
JQuery
MySQL
Java EE(Servlets, JSP)
Thymeleaf

JavaScript
Java SE
Test-Driven Development
Spring Boot Framework
Exposure to (ReactJS)

Better Reads
Better Reads is a Full stack application that is deployed via DigitalOcean. I utilized Spring Boot
Framework to allow users to create a profile, add books to their bookshelf, leave book reviews,
and join book clubs. User information is stored as Java Objects to MySQL Database, modification
and application traversal is handled via Spring Boot controllers. Spring Security and Thymeleaf
are implemented to ensure user security throughout the site. Book information is fetched from
GoogleBooks API and passed to the view using JQuery and vanilla JS.
Adlister
Full stack application that will display an assortment of ads created by users that are stored
in a local MySQL database. A user is able to traverse throughout the application through the
implementation of Java servlets and JSP's. A security functionality is implemented via Java
sessions that will restrain a visitor or logged in user from performing tasks depending on if they
have the proper credentials. A user has the ability to search for ads by a passing a search value to
a custom Java repository method to retrieve and display all ads that match the passed value.
Movie Database
The movie app displays an assortment of movies generated from an API. It features a search
input that will dynamically change what movies are shown depending on the characters present,
and allows the user to add movies to their watchlist utilizing JQuery.

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

H-E-B Grocery — San Antonio, TX

Aug. 2016 — Jan. 2021

Food Sales Specialist
Trained and developed partners on company processes in selling techniques, and to ensure
proper food safety procedures
Managed online presence by evaluating invoices and entering data to reflect current
inventory
Maintained and organized presentable merchandise to drive continuous sales
Implemented up-selling strategies for complementary purchases
Codeup
Certificate of Completion

2021

A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 22-week full-stack Java career accelerator
that provides students with 670+ hours of expert instruction in software development.

